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hand tassel collar | cage ear cuff | hand tassel earring

1

notch cuff | revolve bracelet | multi tassel bracelet

2



étouffer collar | reflected hand bangle

3

reach bangle | hematite hand ring

4



hand necklace | locus necklace | tassel necklace 

5

cleft cuff | cleft tassel bracelet | shift ring | cleft rings | arrow ring

6



locus cuff | coil ring | perspective necklace

7

cleft cuff | notch cuff

8



double web ring | web cuff

9

web collar

10



rise cuff | contour collar | inflection earring | circle ear jacket | contour cuff

11

rise cuff | cleft palm cuff | reflected cleft ring | either/or ring 
reflection ring | cleft ring | venn ring

12



core collar | hematite hand necklace | locus necklace | perspective necklace

13

notch cuff | revolve bracelet | cleft tassel bracelet | shift ring

14



cleft cuff | reach bangle | reflected cleft ring | cleft ring 
 reflection ring | arrow ring

15

contour collar | tassel necklace | inflection earring | locus earring 
hand tassel earring

16
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Historically and traditionally, jewelry is a tool used to allure 
and attract through decorative and enviable body ornaments. 
In "Harmonia", Lady Grey continues to challenge this decorative 
approach to adornment, always fulfilling its aforementioned  
purposes, but doing so through thought-provoking materials and 
concepts that go beyond mere ornament.

Throughout the collection the designers cultivate seductive pieces 
through the pairing of unlikely components, contrasting elements, 
and illusive compositions. Flawed, earthy Pyrite cabochons set 
side by side with pear cut, brilliant, manmade Swarovski Crystals 
create an unlikely harmonic union, while elements of surrealism- 
hands and arms in positions contrary to all reasonable          
expectations, embellished with handmade chain tassels flowing from 
the wrist- prove to be as beautiful as they are enticing.

All pieces in the "Harmonia" collection can be layered and 
re-contextualized to create unlimited unique compositions and 
stories.
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